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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

NEW YORK - The notion that marketers can predict what consumers will or will not adopt is an immense misstep that
can damage a brand, which has been proven by luxury's past habits.

According to a Forrester analyst at its  2018 Consumer Marketing Forum on April 5, the only thing brands can forecast
for certain about consumer habits is that they are unpredictable. Marketers have a variety of misconceptions about
consumer habits that can greatly damage their strategies in the long run, including the idea that "consumers will
never do that."

"The nuances of our data show that even though people may rely on certain devices how we use technology is really
dependent on what motivates us," said Gina Fleming, manager of data science at Forrester. "How people use
technology is driven by individual needs."

Marketing misconceptions
During the session "Technology Habits Of The Fickle Consumer," the analyst explained that originally when the
Internet first came on the scene, many retailers and marketers believed that consumers would never purchase
something online due to security fears.
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Neiman Marcus  is  looking to omnichannel to boos t sales . Image credit: Neiman Marcus

Back then, Forrester surveyed shoppers and 75 percent of them claimed to be uncomfortable purchasing online
because of security reasons.

Today, 74 percent of consumers have overcome their ecommerce security fears, with an average of $789 spent
online in three months.

Luxury brands were the most notable who held back on online shopping, with even many today not having an
ecommerce presence, previously believing this is not where their customers would purchase.

But marketers can never predict what consumers will or will not embrace, whether they are affluent or not.

Amazon Echo helps  consumers  shop via voice technology

Many times brands will believe that their customers will not use certain technology for a variety of reasons such as it
is  too invasive to privacy or it is  unsafe. However, time has shown that if the technology is useful enough to a
consumers' life, they will overcome these fears.

Digital behaviors
Another common misconception is that consumers converge into one digital skillset.

While a majority of consumers will rely on certain devices, it really depends on what influences the user.

Individuals behave differently with technology based on their personal needs.

For instance, with voice assistants, some consumers use these to keep track of their shopping lists while others will
use it to control other devices in their homes.

There is no black-and-white model of how consumers use technology, and it will always be evolving to fit their
needs.

For instance, while virtual reality is not completely integrated into everyday life, it could possibly be in the future.

Virtual reality in the retail and ecommerce space is set to generate around $1.8 billion in 2022, according to data
from ABI Research.

The report looked at the myriad ways that virtual reality has played a part in improving the retail experience and
giving brands and retailers advanced tools to lure in more customers. The applications of VR are already readily
apparent in the worlds of real estate, fashion and more (see more).
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However, there is no way to know for sure.

Men and women also continue to exhibit staggering differences in shopping behaviors, with recent findings proving
men's aversion to online shopping.

According to a report from First Insight, 40 percent of women frequently shop on mobile devices but only 22 percent
of men say they do. Luxury retailers that cater to men should focus on creating an effective in-store strategy, since
this is where they prefer to shop (see more).

"What these examples show is that the consumer technology path is not always a straight one and consumer
behavior is never black and white," Ms. Fleming said. "We can never say with confidence that consumers will never
do that."
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